NAD TLT Coordinator Networking & Training Notes

2-21-2024

**Presenter:** Pastor Tracy Wood  
**Attendees:** 29+ TLT leaders from conferences and unions around the NAD

**TLT Staff Training Operations course links:**

[https://www.clubministries.org/pathfinders/tlt/](https://www.clubministries.org/pathfinders/tlt/)

Opening Prayer

**Agenda:**

1. Networking – Sharing Plans from Conferences
   a. KS-NE Scott – Hosted our first TLT events and training in September. Hosted another TLT training in January.
   b. Chesapeake Kim – we just held our TLT weekend retreat. It was amazing. We went through the levels and operations with the TLTs. They are truly on fire for the Lord. It was a real inspiration for the TLTs and area coordinators. About 80 TLTs attended
   c. SAC Erroll – Had a TLT training camp in January. Our first TLT face to face training in 4 years. Had about 100 TLTs and staff. Hosted 2 training tacks (1 for TLTs and 1 for TLT Mentors). TLTs were excited to be among their peers. And a new group of TLTs. Moving forward we will be training them at the district level. Goal to have 3 conf-level training events.
   d. GNYC Rasandy – we will have our next TLT Conv in April. We hosted a few local classes. We are concentrating on training mentors and setting up local TLT counsels. We are asking mentors to take the mentor certification.

2. NAD TLT Ministry Update – BTP Camporee TLT Service Projects Planning
   a. Showed where the TLT planning pages are on the [www.Camporee.org](http://www.Camporee.org) website and talked through some of the details
   b. Ruth Horton – Shared about the need for 15-20 TLTs to serve in the Education building for each shift.

3. TLT Coordinator Training – Area-level TLT Ministry
   a. Reviewed Handout document, Sample Area TLT Council
   b. Reviewed Handout document, TLT Involvement at Conference Events
Closing Prayer

Next Meeting – Save-the-Date

Date: Wed, March 13, 2024       Time: 8:00-9:30 pm (eastern)       Place: Zoom link will be provided